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At MOT Testing we have a closer look at the Government’s 
consultation on deferring vehicles’ first MOT by a year 

and wonder why they seem to have seriously underestimated 
the road safety risks. Hopefully new Ministers will, after the 
forthcoming election, review the estimates, realise the dan-
gers and junk any idea of diluting MOT Testing.
The Department for Transport’s 
(DfT’s) recent document con-
sulting on deferring vehicles’ 
first MOT by a year seemingly 
underestimates casualties. 

“Don’t worry” they seem to say, 
“it will only kill one or two extra 
people each year, and look, it’ll 
save consumers a hundred mil-
lion pounds”. Yet there’s histori-
cal DfT evidence, ignored in the 
consultation, which challenges 
its low estimates of increased 
road deaths; and the consulta-
tion’s claimed benefits to ordi-

nary motorists are over stated. 
Perhaps DfT officials were 
mistaken when compiling the 
consultation and should have 
estimated far more consequen-
tial deaths and fewer benefits.

The 4-1-1 proposal arose 
when, in his last budget George 
Osborne cynically proposed a 
tax hike on Vehicle Excise Duty 
(VED) – hitting hard on purchas-
ers of new vehicles, who had pre-
viously been ‘let off ’ with lower 
VED charges because modern 

DfT ignore their own 4-1-1 road 
death estimates and overstate 

motorist benefits
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Chris Grayling, the current Secretary of State for Transport 
would carry ultimate responsibility if, following a change to 
4-1-1 MOT Testing, more people died than estimated in the 

flawed DfT consultation.

MOT Fee 
consultation 
stalls again

Testing Stations haven’t 
had an increase in the 

MOT fee since 2010 – yet 
since then costs have been 
loaded onto their overheads. 
Even an inflationary increase 
should mean a fee of well 
over £62 – so why is nothing 
happening?

In November 2015, Andrew 
Jones MP, the Minister at the 
Department for Transport (DfT), 
responsible for the MOT Testing 
Scheme, agreed that the MOT 
fee, frozen since 2010, should 
be reviewed, with a view to an 
increase, following a then five-
year freeze. Throughout the 
following months discussions 
between representatives from 
the MOT trade and officials from 
both DVSA and the DfT pro-
ceeded. A new fee accounting 
for inflation, increasing the cur-

(Continues on page 18)

(Continues on page 14)

After the General Election a 
new Minister may replace 

Andrew Jones (above) – we 
may have to start all over 
again to have the MOT fee 

increased.
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1. DfT manipulates – Understating deaths and injuries, overstating the benefit to motorists;
road death figures    the public trusts and respects the MOT as it is, so why is the DfT ignoring its own 

figures to make 4-1-1 appear ‘safe’? JIM PUNTER reports…

2. Fee review stalled    Seven years without a fee increase: The MOT Test has become more complex 
and time-consuming to carry out, computerisation costs, and now training costs 
have been transferred to Testing Stations, yet VTSs are expected to absorb these 
costs out of a fixed fee. How long before garages start going out of business?

4. Testing Times –  News from the MOT industry: Breaking MOT news in this section includes 
Slot Fee refund?; Vehicle Safety Recalls; NTDA urge tread depth of 3mm; 
Maintenance and the MOT; 4th year Repair shock…

8. Topical Tips –  MOT Club’s John Ashton warns AE’s to keep track of all Testers who are 
registered on their system, and to make sure they are removed when no longer 
active…

10. Readers’ Letters –  More letters from the Editor’s postbag – In this edition: Security question is 
security loophole; Tow bar and damper decisions; Portuguese MOTs; Cherished 
plate transfer problems and How insecure must a battery be?…

20. Spotlight On: –  DfT, DVSA and the MOT – With up to 90,000 people involved in the MOT, only 
the BT group is larger in terms of employment. So how is it all administered by 
DfT and their agency DVSA?… 

22. DVSA and DfT News –  More news from the DVSA and the DfT – The DVSA 5-year Plan; the return of 
VSI; Manual updates, plus News from DfT: Historic Vehicles; 4-1-1 and the Fee 
Consultation… 

24. Consultant’s Casebook –  More tips from MOT Consultant Eamonn Loney – Password protocol; Eamonn 
repeats John Ashton’s advice to be cautious regarding password security, and  
gives some practical advice; DVSA’s roadside checks have thrown up some 
corrosion issues which need attention; and finally, where Advisories are to be 
given, DVSA are clearing up their advice…

26. PRODUCT REVIEW: –  MOT Training Service Providers – Training problems? Look no further. A 
hot topic, and one which we thought our subscribers would find timely and 
informative; following a brief update of the new training requirements, a round up 
of some of the leading training providers… 
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MOT Workshop Magazine (free supplement)
 4.  New Products and Services  –  More news,  new products and services from the MOT industry…
 10. MOT Discipline  – Jim Punter looks at how MOT discipline and enforcement used to be achieved, 
       & Compliance  how it developed into the current system and how it could be improved… 

 16.  Trade Directory –   The indispensable updated guide to tools & equipment suppliers!

Spotlight on… Finance – 
Running an MOT Testing station can be 
an expensive business, especially if you 
are keen on ensuring you use the latest 
equipment which will increase productivity 
and profits. But funding that asset is a vital 
part of the process. We have a look at all 
the different options available to source 
the best finance to develop your business. 
Reviewing a range of options and looking 
at the pros and cons will enable Testing 
Station owners to make a better informed 
investment decision when discussing it 
in practical detail with their accountant or 
financial advisor.
Product Review – Automatic (ATL), 
and one-person MOT Test Lanes (OPTL) 
have been with us for many years now. 
The installation of an ATL or OPTL enables 

significant saving by eliminating the need 
for an assistant. We look into the latest 
technology and provide readers with a 
review of what’s currently available in the 
market place.
DVSA and DfT Matters – By 
August when we go to press the election 
will be over and whichever political party 
comes to power it’s likely that the Ministers 
at the Department for Transport will change. 
Will that affect the MOT? Whether or not 
we’ll be able to find out remains to be seen, 
but we’ll certainly have whatever news is 
available and pass that on to readers.
PLUS: • Testing Times • DVSA 
Matters • Readers’ Letters 
• Consultant’s Casebook • Plus: 
MOT Workshop free supplement.
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◆  Diesel Scrappage Scheme: 
It has been reported that the 
Government are considering 
a scrappage Scheme to 
reduce the number of diesel 
engined vehicles on the 
road to significantly reduce 
air pollution. The story was 
reported in the Telegraph and 
says that work is underway 
by officials in the Department 
for Transport (DfT) and the 
Department for Environment, 
Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) 
on a scheme to encourage 
motorists to trade-in diesel 
powered vehicles. Such a 
scheme would focus on 
nominated geographical 
areas around the country 
where pollution is worse. The 
RAC Foundation suggests 
it would involve up to 1.9 
million of the oldest and most 
polluting vehicles. Like the last 
scrappage scheme this would 
be a ‘one-off’, significantly 
reducing the number of 
MOT Tests. Coupled with the 
Government’s proposal to defer 
cars’ first MOT by a year would 
be a serious ‘double whammy’ 
to the MOT industry.

◆  Four million drive with no 
MOT: It has been reported 
in the Sun newspaper that 
according to research con-
ducted by Kwik-Fit, more 
than four million people 
confessed to driving for a 
prolonged period without 
their vehicle having a valid 
MOT. Most such drivers have 
their MOT done within 37 
days of its expiry, but four 
per cent, about 160,000, car-
ried on driving without an 
MOT for up to ten months. 
One key reason is drivers of 
three year old vehicles not 
realizing that the due date 
for that first MOT had arrived 

– this applied to nearly 20% 
of recalcitrant drivers. Yet 
astonishingly, 16% didn’t 
realize they needed an MOT 
at all! Moving house, and 
so not getting around to 
having the MOT done was 
another common excuse. 
Geographically Londoners 
are the worst offenders, and 
those in the South West the 
most saintly – with far fewer 
missing that MOT deadline.

Continues next page…

MOT news 
snippets

WWW.PROSOL.CO.UK
TEL: 0114 255 7700

Getting our money back – a slot fee refund?
As we’ve noted above, the MOT Scheme had a ‘surplus’ 

(profit to you and us…) last year of £12.278 million. Yet 
Government Agencies aren’t supposed to make profits – it’s 
against strict Government ‘guidelines’!  This money is slot 
fee income that we, MOT garages, pay DVSA to run the MOT 
Scheme – which hasn’t been spent. So surely we should be 
getting some back?  

That £12.278M if spread 
amongst 29.581M tests carried 
out last year is 42 pence for each 
MOT. So if you did, for example, 
1,000 MOTs last year, you should 
get a refund of 42p for each test, 
£420 altogether. So, how many 
tests did you do last year? Your 
numbers are on the MOT com-
puter. Why not calculate what you 
should be getting back – and send 
DVSA an invoice! But don’t hold 
your breath! 

Better though if DVSA had 
done their job properly. More 

Vehicle Examiners to catch up 
with the backlog of risk–assess-
ment visits, and all the other 
things they’re not doing which 
are the very foundation on which 
DVSA’s MOT enforcement policy 
relies. 

And in future?
And that surplus, even now, is 
pouring into DVSA’s coffers at 
over a million pounds a month. 
It could – should be used to 
improve the MOT Scheme this 
year. But reading DVSA’s 2017/18 

Business plan, that’s not neces-
sarily what they’ve got in mind.

Conceding they have, “…gen-
erated a larger than planned 
surplus…” in 2015/16, DVSA say, 

“we plan to utilise the surplus to 
fund continuing investment in the 
MOT service, against the back-
ground of ongoing consultation 
on a move to a first test date of 
4 years (from 3 years)”. Is that a 
coded way of saying, “less MOTs, 
less slot fee, so less money for the 
MOT Scheme”.  Yes, 4-1-1 would 
lose DVSA about £4.5M in slot fees, 
but that still leaves nearly £8M to 
invest! Unfortunately, however, 
unlike a proper commercial ‘busi-
ness plan’, DVSA’s 2017/18 Plan 
has no details as to what “con-
tinuing investment in the MOT 
service” actually means… 

DVSA, poor vehicle maintenance and the MOT: 
DVSA have issued what is effectively a 

press release about how MOT failures 
could be avoided by improved vehicle main-
tenance. Specifically DVSA say:

“Nearly 50% of all faults found on MOTs could be 
avoided by carrying out regular, simple checks and 
maintenance like replacing bulbs, wipers and tyres.

Between April 2015 and March 2016, nearly 1 
in 5 cars taken for MOT had problems with light-
ing and signalling – including problems such as 
blown bulbs.”

They go on to tell motorists to check their wip-
ers, washers, tyres, lights and brakes as well as 
driver’s view of the road (stickers etc.) before hav-
ing an MOT. They then say, “…car defects were a 
contributory factor in 1,131 accidents (in 2015/16)”. 

This figure is, however open to some doubt. 
Unlike in Germany where all vehicles involved 
in a road traffic incident in which people were 
killed or injured are forensically examined for 

defects, in Britain that doesn’t happen; here the 
decision as to the cause of road traffic ‘accidents’ 
is largely left to police officers attending the scene. 
So, for example, if the driver is found to be over 
the alcohol limit, that’s stated as the cause. Yet 
perhaps even a sober driver would have had the 
same ‘accident’ because it was caused by a safety 
related defect…

Interestingly, DVSA’s Chief Executive, Gareth 
Llewellyn, under the heading, “Safe to drive at 
all times”, lectures readers about regular vehi-
cle maintenance, a message also liberally spread 
throughout the Government’s consultation docu-
ment on extending vehicles’ first MOT by a year 

– of itself not exactly a road safety initiative! 
How ironic! Perhaps Gareth should have a 

word in the Minister’s ear about road safety by 
not reducing MOT Testing periodicity, but insisting 
that all light commercial vehicles, both in Classes 
4 and 7 should be MOT Tested annually from new!

Vehicle safety recalls to be ‘MOT-checked’ 
Parliamentary committees have a powerful 

influence and woe-betide those who deny 
their findings. Recently the Parliamentary 
Transport Committee quizzed General Motor’s 
Senior Executives about the spate of sponta-
neously igniting fires in some Vauxhall vehi-
cles, specifically the Zafira and Corsa. Despite 
their having been re-called and had the pyro-
technical defects fixed, some, it’s claimed, still 
spontaneously catch fire – the ‘fix’ now needs 
to be… fixed!

The General Motors Executives seemed bewil-
dered and lost under the intense grilling they got 
from MPs. And if you think about it, Vauxhall’s 
vehicles continuing to catch fire is totally unac-
ceptable, they should be embarrassed and squirm-
ing in their chairs! 

Surely a vehicle’s history should be checked 
during MOT to confirm any safety related defect 
has been remedied? It seems to be simple common 
sense – something we’ve been urging VOSA/DVSA 
to do for years, but amazingly doesn’t happen. 

Step forward Gareth Llewellyn, DVSA’s new Chief 
Executive who was questioned by the same Commit-
tee. He was asked directly, “…will vehicles involved be 
checked during the MOT to ensure that the problem 
had been fixed on the vehicle being Tested… and 
will an MOT fail follow if it hasn’t been remedied?” 
Surprisingly Llewellyn answered, “yes”, adding that 
DVSA plan in due course to use the MOT computer 
to identify vehicles which haven’t had such prob-
lems fixed, and issue a failure if that was indeed the 
case. Well, it’s about time – well done the Trans-
port Committee, and well done Gareth Llewellyn! 
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MOT COURSES
TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT 
THAT TICKS ALL THE BOXES

* Based in Birmingham.  **Available in multiple locations.

As one of the UK’s largest MOT providers, we can also  
now offer development, assessment and ongoing training 
in MOT testing and management. 

We have 3 approved courses for MOT training:

1.  MOT TESTER 5 DAY COURSE*  
- for those who want to become new MOT testers

2.  MOT CPD (Continuing Professional Development)  
4 HOUR  COURSE**  
-  ongoing training including annual assessment 

for existing MOT testers

3.  MOT MANAGER 2 DAY COURSE**  
-  training and development to manage an MOT  

Vehicle Testing centre

Why choose us? 

 More than 50 years of industry experience, and over  
160 MOT test centres throughout the UK

 Brand new MOT training facility in Birmingham

 We’re the only fast-fit company to have attained  
the ROSPA Gold Award in health and safety

 Quality support from our highly skilled trainers

For more information or help assessing your MOT training 
requirements, email mot.training@ats.euromaster.com
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01945 580061 
www.maha.co.uk 

sales@maha.co.uk 
 

DVSA Approved 

ATL Bays 

Brake Testing 

Headlight Testing 

Play Detectors 

Vehicle Lifts 

Inspection Pits 

Expertise  in workshop equipment 
Sales, Design, Installation, Warranty and Service  

ENGINE AND AUTO 
TRANSMISSION DETOX 
MACHINES FROM EDT 
AUTOMOTIVE
MULTI AWARD WINNING MACHINES
RATED 9.6 ON
PAY AS YOU USE MACHINES
NO CAPITAL OUTLAY
GENERATES BOTH PROFIT AND 
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

T: 01233 712341
E: info@edtautomotive.com

www.edtautomotive.com

25 7550

PROFIT EXAMPLE
ENGINE TREATMENTS COMPLETED PER MONTH

3 MONTHS 
MINIMUM PROFIT £3,750 £11,250£7,500 £15,000

100

Call
01233 712341 for a demo!MI

Call
01233

712341
for a demo!

Up to 26% improvement 
in fuel economy

Increase in power 
and 7ftlb torque

69%

Lowering CO 
emissions by an 
average of 69% 

Visibly cleaner 
oil after use 

Providing a smoother, 
quieter engine

26%

Preventing 
premature 
engine wear 

6bhp
up to

18775

EXCELLENT 9.6
from 0 - 10
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in any of the contributions is how 
Testers unfamiliar with a vehicle 
can decide if that red lens at the 
top of the tailgate, obviously built in 
by the manufacturer, which doesn’t 
illuminate when the lights are on 
or if the brakes are applied, is a 

‘stop lamp’ or not. There’s also the 
unstated question as to whether it 
is because the LEDs (or bulbs) have 
failed, or it’s been electrically dis-
connected. A clear issue on which, 
hopefully, the new technical infor-
mation provided on the computer 
should provide guidance. Ed. 

Do DVSA ‘care’?
Volksjim posted:
I tried to contact DVSA today on the 
0800 number, which just rang out. I was 
shocked, but posted this on Matters of 
Testing web site and it got removed. I 
am very disappointed at the service 
(from DVSA)

I know of a car that was tested 
on Saturday 40 miles from my Testing 
Station and passed with no advisories, 
even though the car was still parked 
outside my site. I overheard the guy 
boasting to his mates (about it) so 
checked it out. The guy wanting me 
to do a ‘CAT’ test using another car, 
plus all the airbags have been removed 
putting the ‘srs’ system light on. I 
phoned DVSA and they told me to contact 
the police. I thought DVSA’s remit was 
to oversee (the MOT Scheme), and act on 
information given. You hear of Testers 
making honest mistakes and getting 
‘crucified’ yet this goes on and DVSA 
are not interested, it beggars belief!

Stealth suggested:
Report it through your local DVSA office.

Castrolrob added:
A guy left our place a few years back 
now, and digging through the test logs 
after the day or two delay that we 
had to live with back then, I found a 
(dishonest) transit test he had done 
to give himself a ‘leaving present’. I 
rang the Ministry (then VOSA), they 
wanted to know why WE hadn’t spotted it. 
I pointed out that we had. It was done 
on a Saturday, and we don’t open Sunday 
for tests and the system wouldn’t 
let you know what had been done for 
at least 24hrs… He got zero action 

taken. The clue is in the name, DVSA’s 
‘intelligence unit’. Utter waste of time 
even ringing them. Surprise surprise, 
WE got ‘taken apart’ a few days later – 
they managed to do that, no problem!

I’ve just filled in DVSA’s quiz. 
“Do you know our aims?” No, because road 
safety clearly it isn’t. “Do you know 
our goals?” Nope, because enforcement 
clearly went out of the window years 
ago. “Do you know your relation to the 
above?” I had to answer “no”, as there 
was no ‘comments’ box to point out 
that as far as I could see my position 
in the scheme was to bend over and 
‘take it’ when it all went wrong and I 
couldn’t see a tick box for that. 

Editor’s comment: Communicating 
with DVSA is no longer as easy as it 
used to be. Although I am surprised 
that Volksjim’s Matters of Testing 
web-site note was removed. One 
problem is that although over the 
last ten years or so the number of 
Testing Stations and Testers has 
hugely increased, the number of 
Vehicle Examiners hasn’t increased 
proportionately, and also, whereas 
local areas used to be readily avail-
able for advice that the call cen-
tres were unable to provide, or to 

‘pass on’ intelligence information 
as noted here, that is no longer the 
case. In my role as Chairman of the 
MOT Trade Forum, I have taken this 
up with DVSA, and their Neil Barlow 
is looking into it. Ed.

DVSA Annual Assessment 
test – how was it for you?
Obd Rick posted:
So, I took the annual assessment and 
got 96.66% (one question wrong) what I 
didn’t like is that you don’t get told 
which one. Any way I can find out?

Castrolrob asked:
Did you look at the list they sent you 
– email address? You should be shown 
percentages for the assorted subjects.

Obd Rick responded:
I don’t think they do send you an 
email with a summary of your test, 
I just spoke to the other tester at 
my workshop and the AE, and neither 
received any such email. Do you have to 
request it?
Bimmer added:

I didn’t get an email regarding 
assessment and I don’t know of any 
other testers getting one either.

Paul S had more information:
Got an email from ABC Awards showing;
Category
IM (3,4,5,7) Bonnet 8.4
IM (3,4,5,7) ViewRear 8.1 gpA
IM (3,4,5,7) ViewRear 8.1 gpB
IM (3,4,5,7) ViewRear 8.1 gpC
IM (3,4,5,7) WipeWash 8.2
IM (3,4,5,7) Gen Stands Procs
With a pass percentage for each category

Castrolrob offered:
My booklet says (RMI), pretty much the 
same, it arrived with my e certificate.

Obd Rick suggested:
Ahhh, I did mine via IMI. I wonder if 
that’s why…

Bimmer confirmed that:
I used IMI also.

Stealth had the final word:
Yes. You only get the certificate with 
your pass mark from the IMI.

The booklet learning package from 
the RMI has a ‘look up’ so you can 
often see which question was wrong.

Not done any through ABC.

Editor’s comment: I would have 
thought that DVSA, when specify-
ing what was required from the 
three ‘awarding bodies’ regard-
ing the Tester annual assessment, 
would have specified that in all 
cases where a wrong answer was 
given, that the correct answer was 
flagged up at the end of the test. 
Surely that makes it a learning pro-
cess as well as a test…

Passed MOT – then the 
spring broke!
Katherine6476 asked:
My husband’s car passed its MOT on 
Friday. This morning (Wednesday), as 
he’s backing off the drive the rear 
suspension spring snapped in half. 
Should this have been picked up on the 
MOT? Surely they don’t just snap?

Markt responded first:
I’m afraid so Katherine, no foresight 
as to when a spring, or any component 
for that matter, will fail.

Martins added:
Some councils are, apparently, saving 
money by not repairing roads - are 
there a lot of pot-holes in your 
area? It may be something you can 
raise with your local council.

 
Bimmer confirmed: 
As said before a suspension component 
can break without warning, most 
likely due to metal fatigue, whilst 
during the MOT it would look in good 
order. Nobody is to blame (except 
perhaps the local council – Ed). Hope 
this helps.

Castrolrob helpfully added:
If you look at the snapped section 
there will generally be a really 
small semicircular section with rust 
on it about the size of your little 
finger nail. This is the initial 
crack, generally on a corroded 
surface that isn’t generally visible 
on an MOT test. The rest of the 
snapped section will be a clean break 
with no rust on it. This is where 
the spring parted company completely 
due to the previously induced weak 
spot. Most common on vehicles that 
have been stood or not had much use 
for a while but can happen pretty 
much anytime on anything. One of the 
banes of our lives. I had one snap 
on a motor as I drove it off the ramp 
after its MOT test!

Stealth confirmed castrolrob’s 
comment:
If it’s any consolation I used to work 
in the HGV industry. On more than one 
occasion I’ve literally heard the 
crack as a spring broke on a motor 
that was just parked doing nothing. 
Over a period of time a spring can 
get metal fatigue after doing its job, 
being pushed up & down as the car 
travels. It’s something that cannot 
be forseen or predicted unfortunately.

Finally, katherine6476 thanked the 
contributors for their replies. 

Lately broken springs are much 
more prevalent than they used to be 

– almost certainly due to the huge 
increase in pot-holes as road main-
tenance by local councils seems to 
have been significantly reduced in 
recent years. Ed.

www.gea.co.uk

DVSA rules state that MOT equipment must be regularly calibrated and
maintained.

Visit www.gea.co.uk to find a list of companies who have their engineers
independently accredited by the Garage Equipment Association.

IS YOUR MOT EQUIPMENT
ACCURATELY CALIBRATED?

(Continued from page 11)
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70% bigger than 2016
750 quality exhibitors

6-8 June 2017
NEC Birmingham

The UK‘s leading exhibition for the
automotive aftermarket and supply chain

REGISTER FREE NOW AT REG.BUZZ/MOT-FEB17  FIND OUT MORE AT WWW.AUTOMECHANIKA-BIRMINGHAM.COM

In association with
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Annual MOT tester CPD training is FREE with 
MOT Academy 

 
NEW SYLABUS FOR 2017/18 NOW AVAILABLE 

INCLUDES: 2017/18 CPD planner & mock exam ONLY PAY £38 FOR THE DVSA ASSESSMENT 
 
 
 
 

  

 
VISIT: www.mot.academy/continuing-professional-

development/  to register for your  
FREE MOT TRAINING 

Call 01604 438 428  

Northern Maintenance
NATIONWIDE BRAKE TEST ROLLER COATING
WORKSHOP FLOORS REFURBISHED

ROLLER COATING
Over 20 years experience in coatings
• 12 months guarantee
• High quality coatings used
• MOT approved
• Done on-site at your convenience
• Very reasonable rates

We are only on-site for 3 to 4 hrs and your rollers are 
ready for use next morning!

THE UK’S NO.1 BRAKE ROLLER RE-GRITTING COMPANY
Specialists in all Makes & Models of Brake Rollers

FLOORS
Floors are shot blasted and then applied 
with a 3-coat moisture coating.

Call us now for a free quote

0191 388 1458
07850 560805
88 Brantwood, Chester-Le-Street, Co. Durham

Northern Maint Ad.indd   1 18/01/2016   17:22

We have an enviable planning
track record. Acting as both
Joint Venture partners and
full service project consultants.

Architecture  |  Planning
Construction Management

Sales and Marketing on completed 

Unlock your

Call now 020 7117 6660

SAS Investments
is an established
London residential
developer

We buy

MOT Centres
Garages
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A D V E R T I S E M E N T

MOT SHIELD
SECURITY AND PEACE OF MIND FOR TESTERS AND AEs

In a nutshell, MOT SHIELD will defend you against any DVSA-
initiated disciplinary action which you may find yourself on 

the receiving end of. The cost, at only £99 per year (plus VAT) 
is tiny, even if only compared to the cost of employing an 
industry consultant or solicitor, but if time spent away from 
running your business, not to mention the cost of losing 
your business if your efforts fail are taken into account, the 
cost is almost vanishingly small. Even more so when the free 
subscription to MOT Testing magazine, worth £30 on its own, 
is taken into account.

MOT SHIELD has been going for well over a year now, and it 
has been well-received. Those who have taken it up are secure in 
the knowledge that should they receive a dreaded ‘Contemplation 
of Withdrawal’ letter from DVSA, they just need to dial the number 
of their allocated consultant, and he’ll take it from there. A posi-
tive outcome, in terms of reduced points or complete overturn in 
the vast majority – comfortably exceeding 75% – of cases is usually 
achieved by our consultants.

“Why should I worry about it?” you may ask. “I take good care of 
my business, I watch my NTs carefully, they are well-trained, I have 
a QC regime in place and I’ve never had a problem”.

A good point. In the last issue we published two examples of 
cases which ‘came out of nowhere’ and which could, had they not 
been successfully appealed by our consultant, have had disastrous 
effects on the businesses concerned (see our website if you missed 
it: www.motester.co.uk/mot-shield).

“But I’m quite capable of writing my own letters” you might say. 
Do you have time? Do you really have a deep understanding of all 
the the issues which might come to bear on your case? Employ-
ment law, DVSA procedures, civil service procedures regarding 
their own maladministration? Our consultants are. 

Here’s another example which illustrates that even in a case 
where the AE/ Tester was confronted with highly unlikely accusa-
tions which nonetheless were impossible to refute, a professional 
can save the day, where an honest tradesman may struggle. 

DVSA: “You missed 18 faults”
The complainant raised the case with DVSA, following another VTS 
saying that his car should never have passed the Test a few weeks 
earlier at the AE/Tester’s premises.

From the 18 defects there were several brake pipe issues, sev-
eral occurrences of corrosion in prescribed areas, and some other 
mechanical items, ie tyre tread level below 1.6mm etc.

The Tester disputed that he would have passed a vehicle in 
such poor condition and was adamant that the vehicle had been 
tampered with since his MOT Test. But how could he prove this?

Well, the answer is, he couldn’t! He was duly interviewed and 
several weeks later the dreaded letter from DVSA arrived through 
his letter box stating that he’d missed 18 defects and had 490 debit 
points against him as NT and AE.

The Tester was devastated with the accusations. He approached 
MOT SHIELD, again, unfortunately after he had received the DVSA 
letter, which meant that we were only able to take the case on under 
normal terms. 

However, after our consultant’s ‘forensic examination’ of the 
case and lodging of defence representations, DVSA came back with 
a reduced sanction of 40 points, ie two defects instead of 18! We are 
not finished yet and have appealed that decision and are confident 
of getting the case thrown out all together.

What does ‘forensic examination’ entail? Well, DVSA are part of 
the civil service and they must abide by certain rules and regula-
tions. If they are to remove a man’s livelihood, they are bound to 
follow certain procedures themselves, ie, to ensure that all parties 
have been treated fairly and properly. Failing to adhere to their own 

rules means that they could be open to accusations of maladmin-
istration, which could result in costs being awarded against them 
in a successful Ombudsman challenge. 
Our MOT Consultants know what procedures DVSA need to follow. 

Could the representations and correspondence in these cases 
have been handled by the AE himself? Of course. Would that have 
been as successful? Perhaps. Would it have been more time-con-
suming and stressful for the AE and NT involved? Almost certainly. 

MOT SHIELD – a game-changing development
Is it worth £99 a year to have a qualified consultant take the situa-
tion on, on your behalf? We think so.

MOT SHIELD’s annual cost is designed to be a ‘no-brainer’; low 
enough that even the smallest Testing Station can afford it – equiv-
alent to just two MOT Tests per year. 

Continue into 2017 with the double benefits of the protection of 
MOT SHIELD and subscription to MOT Testing Magazine!

Phone 0208 998 6742, or visit: www.motester.co.uk/subscriptions.

PRICE GUARANTEE
MOT Shield/MOT Testing subscription offer price fixed until 2020.

Introducing what we think is the perfect solution to the anxiety 
and high cost of protecting your business from withdrawal from 

the MOT Scheme.

1 year
MOT

Consultancy
cover for 

only 
£99+VAT

The extra workload and stress of dealing with a threat to 
your MOT Testing business can be disruptive and 

cause further problems. 

Too good to be true? We think it’s 
too good to miss.

❶  One phone number to dial immediately if you 
receive a disciplinary communication from 
DVSA,

❷  Full written representation by a top UK MOT 
Consultant, all the way through to agreed 
completion of representation,

❸  Subscription to MOT Testing Magazine (worth 
£30 on its own!)
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New range of
DVSA Approved 
Emissions Testers

NEW! NEW!DS2
Diesel Smokemeter

Contact us for a brochure or on-site demonstration

PD Combi
PC-Based Emissions Tester

• Simple and fast to use
•  Cable-less Smokehead as standard
• Automatic calibration
•  DVSA approved 2008 class  4, 7, HGV, PSV, RPC & SVA

• Simple and fast to use
•  Ideal for any diesel testing requirements
•  Portable version available for roadside 

and fl eet testing
•  DVSA approved 2008 class  4, 7, HGV, PSV, 

RPC & SVA

Premier Diagnostics Field Service and 
Calibration Team is fully accredited to 
provide calibration/repair and service with 
24-hour response Monday to Friday across 
Premier, Brainbee and Protech products.

For more information please contact us on:
Tel: 01295 271985 Fax: 01295 272474

email: sales@premierdiagnostics.ltd.uk

Premier House, Cherwell Business Park, Southam Road, Banbury, Oxon OX16 2SD

Member of the 

EURO 6 COMPLIANT

Premier Ad_MOTT77.indd   1 20/01/2016   15:30
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●  MOT Tester Training
●  MOT Centre Manager 

Training - 2 day course
●  ATA Training - 2 day course
●   Continuous Professional 

Development (CPD)

CALL 01302 710868 buttsof bawtry.com

ATL Packages
DVSA Compliant Car & LCV MOT 

Class 4 & 7 Equipment

*Class 4 Pit package, prices do not include for any 
building or electrical works that may be required.
Price does not include for pit.

Packages Include:
■ PC Based Roller Brake Tester c/w Roller Brake Tes

Remote Control & Printer (17Control & Printer (1 " Screen)

■ 4 Post Lift, Scissor Lift or pit bayt Lift, Scissor Lift or pit ba

■ Headlamp Beam Tester adlamp Beam Tester 

■ Majorlift Jacking Beam ng Beam

■ ATL Mirrors and a Brake Pedal s and a Brake
Depressorr

Lease from as little as 
£83.00 per week*

WORKSHOP 
& MOT 

SUPPLIES

For ALL your

Visit our 
website

Email: info@buttsofbawtry.com

Norfolk Training Services is pleased to announce that we 
now offer MOT Tester Training. 
 

Established for nearly 50 years, Norfolk Training Services is a well-known provider of 
motor vehicle engineering training and qualifications.  

The company delivers Apprenticeships at Intermediate and Advanced level in Light 
and Heavy Motor Vehicle Engineering and Vehicle Body Repair and Re-finishing.                      

We operate from well-equipped training centres at Norwich and King's Lynn having 
extensive workshop and training room facilities together with online test resources.  
 
 
Accredited to the IMI and employing qualified, skilled and experienced trainers, we 
provide the following MOT Tester training:    

• MOT Tester Training Course 

• Light Vehicle Accreditation Training Course 

• MOT Tester Annual Training and Assessment          

 To book a training course or for more information, contact us 

Tel 01603 259900 Ext. #213 

Email FCR@norfolktrainingservices.co.uk 

Or search online at http://norfolktrainingservices.co.uk/courses      
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Main failure defects
The top 4 defective components, lighting and signalling, suspen-
sion brakes, accounted for 76.2% of all the defects discovered. Such 
defects were also found on 51.9% of all the vehicles Tested. Here 
are the details:

2015/16 
Lighting and signalling: 18.9% of vehicles failed on this, accounting 
for 29.6% of all defects.
Suspension: 13% of vehicles had a suspension defect, accounting 
for 19.7% of all defects.
Brakes: 10% of failed vehicles had brake defect, which constituted 
16.9% of all defects.
Tyres: 7.7% of vehicles had at least one tyre failure – and altogether 

10% of defects were tyre failures.

Last year the overall failure rate for both Class 4 and Class 7 vehicles 
fell – from 38.3% to 36.8% for the former and from 49% to 46.8% for 
the latter. Until DVSA’s annual compliance figures come out, show-
ing the extent to which Testers pass cars which should have failed, 
it is difficult to tell if that’s because vehicles are in better condition, 
or because Testers are being over lenient.
Annual Tests per Test Station: In 2005 each Test Station did 
between 1,366 and 1,420 Tests. For 2015/16 it was 1,278, which would 
be reduced by a further 83 Tests a year to 1,195 Tests if vehicles’ 
first MOT were to be deferred by a year. So compared to 2005, VTSs 
would be losing between 171 and 225 Tests a year – that’s up to 
£10,125 a year (MOT at £45) on average for each VTS in the country.

There are three outstanding issues at the Department for 
Transport relating to the MOT Scheme:
Historic vehicles: This consultation was completed some 

months ago, and a decision is imminent on future MOT exemp-
tions for such vehicles. The most likely outcome will be a rolling 
40-year-old MOT exemption. The main issue which is still uncertain 
though is how ‘modified’ such vehicles have to be for the exemp-
tion to cease to apply.

First MOT at four years old (4-1-1): The consultation on this 
closed last month, and there won’t be a decision until after the 
election. Hopefully common sense will prevail and the idea will be 
dropped on road safety grounds.

MOT fee consultation: Although officials at the DfT have said 
that the Minister, Andrew Jones is intent on a revised fee, it has to 
go to public consultation before a new fee can be set. Due to the 
forthcoming election, however, everything on this is now ‘on hold’. 
Jones has also asked for ‘evidence’ that VTSs are struggling financially. 

This latter issue is covered in our lead story, but it’s perverse to 
raise the issue, especially as only an inflationary increase is likely – 
the DfT aren’t even accounting for the costs transferred from DVSA 
to Testing Stations, like those associated with the new MOT com-
puter being online, and DVSA divesting themselves of all training 
costs – now met entirely by the MOT industry.

Manual updates and 
communications…

In February DVSA issued an e-mail noting some relatively 
minor Manual updates. One of our editor’s Testers asked 

why, as in a Special Notice he hadn’t been required to confirm 
that he had read and understood the content of the e-mail. 
Whilst this in itself was a good point, it raises the wider issue 
of all the different sources which DVSA now use to com-
municate with Testers, and how Testers are supposed to 
know what is effectively ‘biblical’ and must be followed – and 
what is purely advisory. Here are all the different methods 
DVSA now use to communicate with Testers and Authorised 
Examiners:

- Manual updates
- Matters of Testing
- E-mails
- Special notices

- DVSA’s MOT blogs 
Special Notices were initially 
an interim measure before the 
printed version of the Manual 

(or Guide) could be updated 
and re-issued. Then after ini-
tial computerisation they were 
an interim measure due to the 
extended lead time required 
by Siemens, and latterly Atos to 
update the online Manual. Now 
DVSA have full control of the 
online MOT computer, so the 
lead-time for any notification 
of an update or change should 
be very short. 

The MOT Inspection Manual 
is the final criteria as regards 
disciplinary action, so any ambi-
guity is unacceptable. This is 
why Special Notices have to be 
‘acknowledged’ by Testers – if 

subjected to disciplinary action, 
Testers can’t say, “I didn’t know!”

Perhaps DVSA should review 
how they communicate with 
Testers and AEs and make a rule 
that if a change is mandatory 
on Testers or AEs, they have to 
confirm they’ve read and under-
stood the content. 

A significant Manual update 
to incorporate the new EU Direc-
tive (despite Brexit), which has 
to take effect by 20th May 2018 
is being prepared. We under-
stand that this will incorporate 
any current Special Notices, so 
hopefully they’ll be a thing of 
the past…

Whilst it is highly unlikely that either of these vehicles, currently 
exempt from MOT Testing, has been significantly modified, 

hence losing that exemption, only an expert would be able to 
confirm that one way or the other.

We keep workshops running

Call 01234 432981

Sickness, holiday and 
business peaks cover

Contracts starting
from just one day 

Experienced and  
vetted MOT testers 
and technicians

UK-wide network
of contractors  

autotechrecruit.co.uk

NEWS from the



Here are 
some more 
instances 
of DVSA’s 
dealings with 
AEs and NTs 
over the last 
quarter. 
Security Card password 
breach
Some AEs no doubt feel that 
security cards (previously 
known as smart cards), should 
be left on the VTS premises over-
night. This after all will prevent 
any mischievous Testers from 
logging in to the system at home 
and doing bent MOTs. It does 
happen…

Gone are the days when DVSA 
issued disciplinary sanctions for 
leaving a smart card in a drawer 
or toolbox, as it became pretty 
obvious the card was of no use 
to anyone without a password.  
The advice from DVSA last year 
on card issue was merely “treat 
the cards like a bank or credit 
card”. 

Many of you have kept the 
security cards in a drawer/safe 
in the office, thus preventing 
damage to the card itself dur-
ing the working day. Unfortu-
nately, there are always going 
to be some people that will cir-
cumvent the regulations for one 
reason and another…

A few cases have arisen 
recently where Testers have 
gleaned a colleague’s password 
from routine discussions in 
work, i.e. methods used for mak-
ing passwords up etc. They have 
then gone on to subsequently 
issue bent certificates to vehi-
cles that hadn’t even attended 
the VTS!

The Tester who is prepared 
to use another’s card is also 
usually likely to offend in other 
aspects. DVSA tend to find that 
this includes issuing of cer-
tificates off the premises for 
‘back-handers’ to the tune of 
£100 each. 

There are some valuable les-
sons to be learnt from these 
cases:

Password formulation meth-
ods should never be discussed 
and common passwords should 
be avoided, making it difficult 
for someone to ‘guesstimate’ a 
password. 

Cards can be left at the VTS as 
this does give AEs peace of mind 
that no one can log on to the 
system in ‘out of office’ hours. 
If however NTs take them home 
(as they’re entitled to as they 

belong to them), as has been 
noted by John Ashton in ‘Topi-
cal Tips’, and as I’ve mentioned 
before, AEs should ensure that 
they regularly check Test logs 
to check that no unexpected IP 
address appears in the logs. As 
I’ve recommended in earlier 
articles, the test logs should be 
cross-referenced with booking/
invoice systems etc to ensure 
that every recorded MoT test 
on the system is accounted for. 

I know that many of you feel 
uncomfortable ‘spying’ on staff. 
My answer to that is to call it a 
‘risk assessment audit’. Believe 
me when I say that you would 
feel far more uncomfortable if 
DVSA learn of a Tester’s fraud-
ulent activities and they decide 
that you could have found this 
out far earlier in the day. Five-
year bans can follow such lack 
of ‘poor management control’. 
Their words not mine!

I know that many of you have 
long term and trusted employ-
ees and feel there just isn’t 
any justification in such audit 
checks. My advice is to just do 
them, your staff will be totally 
oblivious to the check anyway 
and you can then sleep well in 
the knowledge that DVSA audit 
trails will never reveal anything 
untoward!

DVSA road-side checks
DVSA examiners carry out road-
side inspections of goods vehi-
cles, which includes many Class 
VII vehicles. I’ve seen many 
where these vehicles have only 
recently passed an MOT, yet at 
the roadside the VE goes on to 
find several excessive corrosion 
defects, sometimes resulting in 
prohibition notices being issued. 

The most common findings 
of the VE usually involve cor-
rosion within 30cms of lower 
seat belt mountings. The rust is 
usually in the step area/B pillar 
post area. This area of a vehicle 
receives a lot of punishment 
in its working life i. e.  drivers 
weight getting in and out of cab 
and it’s a real moisture trap 
too, in that many are partially 
covered with rubber/plastic 
mouldings. 

My advice is to give extra 

vigilance to the step area and 
closely examine the step/sill and 
B post for signs of weakening. 
Remember it’s not just a hole 
that is a fail. 

The Testers Manual states 
Corrosion within a ‘prescribed 
area’ should be rejected if:
•  the corrosion has caused a 

hole in the metal, or
•  it is weakened to the extent 

that by finger and thumb 
pressure it does not feel 
sound, or

•  finger and thumb pressure 
or use of the Corrosion 
Assessment Tool causes a 
hole. 

Beware! Many of these B pillar 
areas have been found by VEs to 
have been incorrectly ‘repaired’ 
using body filler! Obviously at 
Test you don’t know if the filler 
(assuming you’ve established 
there’s filler there), is there to 
camouflage a dent or if it’s there 
to camouflage a hole. A firm bit 
of thumb pressure should ena-
ble you to determine one way 
or the other. Remember if you 
can’t determine for sure, the 
Testers Manual does permit you 
to pass and advise. Doing this 
shows that you paid close atten-
tion to the area and afforded the 
benefit of the doubt. Then if at a 

future date (within 3 months) a 
VE assesses the area and finds 
the ‘repair’ has failed/deterio-
rated, you will not be punished 
along the lines of the NT who 
just passed it with no advisories. 

Remember excessively cor-
roded metal or metal treated 
with filler emits a duller sound 
than unaffected metal. 

Advisory documents. 
These are actually a non-manda-
tory part of the MOT and it’s up 
to the Tester to decide whether 
to advise on an item or not. They 
have become a bit of a catch 22 
however. 

DVSA’s stance is that an advi-
sory must be useful to the vehi-
cle owner for keeping their 
vehicle roadworthy; or clarify 
a significant aspect of the vehicle, 
such as a missing passenger seat 
and it’s important to remember 
that inappropriate advisories 
can reduce the resale value of a 
vehicle or result in unnecessary 
repair work. 

They also state that evidence 
shows that in many cases testable 
advisories have become overused, 
sometimes with the same advi-
sory being used year after year. 
DVSA acknowledge that they’re 
partly responsible for this due to 
the wording of some advisories; 
such as a component ‘slightly 
worn’ or ‘slightly corroded’. 

As part of MOT Moderni-
sation and the new EU direc-
tive DVSA will be reviewing the 
concept of advisories and their 
wording. 

Personally I would suggest 
that AEs have their own policy in 
place for advisories. This could 
entail advising certain items on 
the invoice for example, thereby 
not appearing on the MOT data-
base. That way you won’t upset 
traders or customers too much. 
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Consultant’s 
Casebook

from Eamonn Loney
(MOT Consultant, ex VI Appeals Executive)

Eamonn Loney is a principal of MOT Consultants 
EBL Partnership; telephone 01225 340858.

email: eamonnloney3@aol.com

More notes from Eamonn 
Loney’s casebook…

Whilst the new smart cards technically belong to the Testers, 
in the interest of security storing them in the safe when the 
company is closed is a sound precaution – that requirement 

could be included in their contracts of employment. 



“UK’s Leading MOT Tester 
Training Centre”

Become a “fully qualified” MOT Tester in 
our dedicated Technical Training Centre 
offering a range of “low cost” courses 
including; Light Vehicle Inspection 
MOT Tester Qualification, CPD (Annual 
Refresher Training) and A.E. MOT 
Management. 

Our IMI Accredited facility is 
aesthetically designed to avoid the 
“classroom image” and offer a clean, 

modern, multi-functional interactive 
learning environment making it one of 
the UK’s leading MOT Tester Training 
Centres. The spacious workshop and 
training rooms are equipped with the 
latest technology to provide a range 
of practical ‘real life’ MOT Training 
programmes to ensure you stay ahead 
of changes and advancement in the 
MOT Testing industry. 

We are not a college campus full of 
students or a “dual purpose” garage 
juggling training in-between MOT’s 
& routing servicing. We don’t offer 
“Pass Guarantees” as it would be mis-
leading to do so but we do offer “110% 
commitment” and a friendly relaxed 
environment allowing MOT Tester 
designates to achieve their full potential 
and pass, and we offer lunch. 

For further information visit our website

Or email:

www.ten-automotive.co.uk

training@ten-automotive.co.uk

The Complete MOT Tester Training Solution
Automotive Equipment Limited
TEN Call Today:

01553 764900

Ten Automotive Ad_v4.indd   1 23/04/2017   10:33

Visit www.theimi.org.uk/mot

Call our dedicated team on 01992 519025 or email mot@theimi.org.uk

BECOME 
A TESTER  

STAY 
COMPLIANT  

RUN A 
CENTRE 

QUICK, COST EFFECTIVE, SIMPLE TO USE

YOUR MOT 
SOLUTION
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PRODUCT REVIEWPRODUCT REVIEWMOT TESTING
Magazine

MOT Tester Training…
In this issue of MOT Testing we’re looking at what’s on offer from commercially 
supplied MOT training since the DVSA completely revised their training policy.

As part of their ‘privatisation’ policy, VOSA, now DVSA 
decided to divest themselves of all MOT training respon-

sibility. No more Tester Training, AE training or MOT Tester 
refresher courses, which used to be run by the Government’s 
Agency responsible for the MOT Scheme. This not only 
saved the Agencies money, it transferred the costs from the 
Government onto Testing Stations. So what commercial train-
ing is now needed and who supplies it? As far as we at MOT 
Testing can see, the industry is spoilt for choice. Numerous 
organisations have sprung up offering a wide range of train-
ing courses for MOT staff. But before going into detail of 
what’s on offer, let’s look at what is mandatorily required to 
meet the DVSA’s minimum requirement. 

MOT Tester training
A significant change is that any 
motor mechanic with four years 
experience in the service and 
repair sector of the motor trade 
can now train to become an MOT 
Tester without being nominated 
by a Testing Station. Applicants 
only need to be suitably pre-quali-
fied (as before) to be able to attend 
an approved technical college 
offering the MOT Tester training 
course. Then, whereas before-
hand DVSA’s Vehicle Examiners 
went to the premises of the com-
pany nominating the new Tester 
to conduct an ‘observed test’ to 
check the new Tester out, that 
can now be done at the college. 
So new Testers can immediately 
obtain an MOT Tester job and 

start immediately on the Test lane 
conducting MOT inspections as 
soon as they’ve successfully com-
pleted the training course and 
DVSA’s ‘Observed Test’.

Ongoing training (CPD)
This is new. When DVSA ended 
refresher training, they set up 
their so called ‘Continuous 
Professional Development’ 
(CPD) process. Testers are 
expected, every year, to com-
plete three hours of ‘train-
ing’. Yet this doesn’t need any 
supervised training. It can be 
the Tester sitting alone revis-
ing the subjects on which DVSA 
have said they should study for 
that year, for at least three hours 
and then writing down what 

they have done. And that’s it! 

The annual Testers’ test…  
Every year, before 31st March, 
each Tester must successfully 
take an online test offered by 
one of the three ‘awarding bod-
ies’ (who have been approved by 
the DVSA). Currently the pass 
mark is 50%, but it has been 
announced that it will be 60% 
to pass next year, and further 
ramped up year on year.

Combined CPD and Test
Many training organisations 
offer a combined deal wherein 
Testers can be led through the 
CPD process and also coached 
to be more likely to pass that test. 
And many training organisa-
tions have purchased ‘test slots’ 
from the awarding bodies to 
incorporate the online test itself 
into a complete training mod-
ule. This is generally of partic-
ular interest to larger national 
companies with large numbers 
of Testers, although even small 
Test Stations can purchase the 
product if they choose to do so. 

Penalties for non-
compliance?
This is an open question at the 

moment, and DVSA haven’t yet 
been able to link up their com-
puter with IMI, ABC and City 
and Guilds to check that Testers 
have sat and passed the assess-
ment – they have to rely on infor-
mation passed to them by those 
‘awarding bodies’. As at mid-April, 
however, 95% of Testers have sat 
and passed the annual assess-
ment for 2016/17. In fact DVSA 
have put the onus on Authorised 
Examiners to take their Testers 
off the system at their VTS if they 
haven’t sat, passed and recorded 
their assessment result. This 
year DVSA will probably bend 
towards leniency with Testers 
who are late taking the assess-
ment or who have failed to com-
plete three hours of CPD training. 
Next year, though, DVSA will take 
a much tougher line. 

Training options
While ongoing Tester training 
and the annual assessment 
can easily be carried out ‘in 
house’, professional commer-
cial MOT training with a wide 
range of options is now availa-
ble. We invited the leading com-
panies to submit details of their 
services in this MOT Testing 
Product Review…

ABC AWARDS
ABC Awards supports the 

MOT industry by working 
with the DVSA, trade and 
training centres for your entire 
MOT training and CPD needs. 
Whether you are a current 
MOT tester or wish to train as 
a tester or centre manager, our 
dedicated MOT website has all 
the latest training requirements 
as well as access to the annual 
assessment. Our UK wide network of approved centres and membership bodies 
can provide all your MOT training needs regardless of whether you are looking for 
online or face-to-face support. In addition our team are here to help and guide 
you.

Price: £35 for the Annual Assessment - Prices vary for individual qualifications 
and courses provided by our network of approved centres - please contact our 
team for more information
Contact: ABC Awards MOT Support Team
Tel: 0115 854 1398
E-mail: MOT@abcawards.co.uk
Web: https://mot.abcawards.co.uk/ 

ATS EUROMASTER LTD
ATS Euromaster offers 

the following training 
courses: 5 day MOT tester 
training course carried out 
in Birmingham: 2 day MOT 
Manager training course 
and 1/2 day MOT tester 
CPD/annual assessment 
training sessions. CPD/annual 
assessment sessions are 
available Nationally. Group 
bookings are available on request.  All training courses are fully interactive and 
ensure that each candidate is given an ‘industry leading’ training experience 
delivered by professional qualified trainers with over 70 years experience within 
the motor trade industry. All of the training is undertaken with maximum group 
sizes of 5 (10 for CPD/annual assessment) this ensures maximum 1 to 1 time for 
each candidate. 

Prices: MOT Tester £1000.00 + VAT per person, MOT Manager £450.00 + VAT 
per person, MOT CPD/Annual Assessment £150.00 + VAT per person  all costs 
include registration and certification.
Contact: Paul Maynard
E-mail: mot.training@euromaster.com
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    Call our dedicated team on  01283 734427   
           www.ljmcompliancesolu ons.co.uk 

MOT Training you can trust to deliver results:  

Awards in MOT Test Centre Management. 

Awards in MOT Tes ng classes 1,2, 4 & 7. 

Pre qualifica on courses 

DVSA Mandatory annual CPD training 

MOT Refresher courses 

Site Assessments 

Quality Management checks 

All Training delivered by our former DVSA Vehicle Examiners 
and Technical Trainers at our fully equipped Workshop and 
Training Centre in the heart of the Midlands.  

HAVE YOU COMPLETED YOUR MOT 
ANNUAL TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT?

WE’VE LAUNCHED A CUTTING-EDGE  
E-LEARNING PRODUCT TO HELP YOU!

The DVSA have issued an extension for the 2016-2017 syllabus.  
The deadline is now 31st May 2017. 

 £36+VAT
ONLY

For just £36+VAT you can carry out the compulsory  
training at your convenience, safe in the knowledge you’ll  
be learning all required topics in the DVSA syllabus. 

All training will be recorded on the platform and you can start  

and stop the training whenever you want. Mock tests will check your 

knowledge so you’ll know when you’re ready to sit the assessment. 

Visit our website to see a video about the package :

themotclub.com

If you prefer face to face training, we offer this too! Classes ranging  

from four to ten NTs can be carried out at your premises, or at our  

office in Weston-super-Mare.

Visit our website 
themotclub.com 

or call us today  
01934 421320

WE DO WHAT THE DVSA DO,  

BUT WE WORK FOR YOU

MOT TRAININGTHE NO. 1 SUPPORT ORGANISATION FOR VEHICLE TEST STATIONS IN THE UK

*Please note that there is an additional charge of £35+VAT for the assessment.
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Annual Assessment 
Average Score - 90% 

100% Satisfied 
Students 

Call for advanced notice of 
2017/18 dates and locations 

0330 400 4163 

booking@gbmot-training.co.uk 

MOT Annual Training Courses held in 
venues around England and Wales local 

to you - using only ex-VOSA trainers 
www.gbmot-training.co.uk 

Over 40 years e
xperience 

in MOT Tr
aining  

MOT Tester
& Manager
Training Courses

0345 459 0231
www.premiermot.co.uk

SAVE 10% ON ANY MOT COURSE, QUOTE REF: MT0517
TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY. SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. OFFER CANNOT BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER 

OFFER. APPLIES TO COURSES BOOKED BEFORE 31ST AUGUST 2017

Product Reviews:
To have your product or service 

reviewed here please contact 

Steve Chambers on 

01707 273 999 ext 260
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